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Abstract. We prove some convergence results using a newly introduced three-
step iterative scheme with errors for three strongly pseudocontractive(accretive)
mappings defined on Banach spaces. The results are generalizations of the work

of several authors. In particular, they generalize the recent results of Fan and
Xue (2008) which is in turn a correction of Rafiq (2006).

1. Introduction

We denote by J the normalized duality mapping from X into 2x
∗
by

J(x) = {f ∈ X∗ : ⟨x, f⟩ = ∥x∥2 = ∥f∥2}

where X∗ denotes the dual space of X and ⟨., .⟩ denotes the generalized duality
pairing.

Definition 1.1 [15]. A mapping T : X → X with domain D(T ) and R(T ) in
X is called strongly pseudocontractive if for all x, y ∈ D(T ), there exist j(x− y) ∈
J(x− y) and a constant k ∈ (0, 1) such that

⟨Tx− Ty, j(x− y)⟩ ≤ k∥x− y∥2.

Closely related to the class of strongly pseudocontractive operators is the important
class of strongly accretive operators. It is well known that T is stronly pseudo-
contractive if and only if (I −T ) is strongly accretive, where I denotes the identity
map. Therefore, an operator T : X → X is called strongly accretive if there exists
a constant k ∈ (0, 1) such that

⟨Tx− Ty, j(x− y)⟩ ≥ k∥x− y∥2

holds for all x, y ∈ X and some j(x − y) ∈ J(x − y). These operators have been
studied and used by several authors (see, for example [2-3],[7,8,11-12,14,15]).
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The Mann iteration scheme [8], introduced in 1953, was used to prove the conver-
gence of the sequence to the fixed points of mappings of which the Banach principle
is not applicable. In 1974, Ishikawa [6] devised a new iteration scheme to estab-
lish the convergence of a Lipschitzian pseudocontractive map when Mann iteration
process failed to converge. Noor et al.[13], gave the following three-step iteration
process for solving non-linear operator equations in real Banach spaces.
Let K be a nonempty closed convex subset of X and T : K → K be a mapping.
For an arbitrary x0 ∈ K, the sequence {xn}∞n=0 ⊂ K, defined by

xn+1 = (1− αn)xn + αnTyn

yn = (1− βn)xn + βnTzn (1.1)

zn = (1− γn)xn + γnTxn, n ≥ 0,

where {αn}∞n=0,{βn}∞n=0 and {γn}∞n=0 are three sequences satisfying
αn, βn, γn ∈ [0, 1] for each n, is called the three-step iteration (or the Noor itera-
tion). When γn = 0, then the three-step iteration reduces to the Ishikawa iterative
sequence {xn}∞n=0 ⊂ K defined by

xn+1 = (1− αn)xn + αnTyn

yn = (1− βn)xn + βnTxn, n ≥ 0. (1.2)

If βn = γn = 0, then (1.1) becomes the Mann iteration. It is the sequence
{xn}∞n=0 ⊂ K defined by

xn+1 = (1− αn)xn + αnTxn, n ≥ 0. (1.3)

Glowinski and Le Tallec [4] used a three-step iterative scheme to solve elastovis-
coplasticity, liquid crystal and eigen-value problems. They have shown that the
three-step approximation scheme performs better than the two-step and one-step
iterative methods.
Haubruge et al.[5] studied the convergence analysis of three-step iterative
schemes of Glowinski and Le Tallec [4] and applied these three-step iteration to
obtain new splitting type algorithms for solving variational inequalities, separable
convex programming and minimization of a sum of convex functions. They also
proved that three-step iterations also lead to highly parallelized algorithms under
certain conditions. Thus, it is clear that three-step schemes play an important part
in solving various problems, which arise in pure and applied sciences.
Rafiq [15], recently introduced the following new type of iteration- the modified
three-step iteration process, to approximate the unique common fixed points of a
three strongly pseudocontractive mappings in Banach spaces.
Let T1, T2, T3 : K → K be three mappings. For any given x0 ∈ K, the modified
three-step iteration {xn}∞n=0 ⊂ K is defined by

xn+1 = (1− αn)xn + αnT1yn

yn = (1− βn)xn + βnT2zn (1.4)

zn = (1− γn)xn + γnT3xn, n ≥ 0

where {αn}∞n=0,{βn}∞n=0 and {γn}∞n=0 are three real sequences satisfying some con-
ditions. It is clear that the iteration schemes (1.1)-(1.3) are special cases of (1.4)
It is worth mentioning that, several authors, for example, Xue and Fan [17] recently
used the iteration in equation (1.4) to approximate the common fixed points of three
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pseudocontractive operators in Banach spaces. Infact,they stated and proved the
corrected version of Rafiq’s result [15] thus :

Theorem XF. Let X be a real Banach Space and K be a nonempty closed convex
subset of X. Let T1, T2 and T3 be strongly pseudocontractive self maps of K with
T1(K) bounded and T1, T2 and T3 uniformly continuous. Let {xn}∞n=0 be defined
by (1.4),where {an}∞n=0, {bn}∞n=0 and {cn}∞n=0 are three real sequences in [0,1] such
that: (i) an, bn → 0 as n → ∞ and (ii)

∑∞
n=0 an = ∞. If F (T1)∩F (T2)∩F (T3) ̸= ϕ,

then the sequence {xn}∞n=0 converges strongly to the common fixed point of T1, T2

and T3.

This result itself is a generalization of many previous results (see[15] and the refer-
ences there in).
For three mappings, it is desirable to devise a general iteration scheme which extend
the Mann iteration, the Ishikawa iteration , the Noor iteration and the modified
Noor iteration. We extend the modified three-step iteration (1.4) to what is called
the modified three-step iteration process with errors for three strongly pseudo-
contractive operators defined as follows:

For x0, u0, v0, w0 ∈ K, the three step iteration sequence with errors {xn} is de-
fined by

xn+1 = anxn + bnT1yn + cnun

where

yn = a′nxn + b′nT2zn + c′nvn
zn = a′′nxn + b′′nT3xn + c′′wn n ≥ 0,

(1.5)

where {un}, {vn} and {wn} are arbitrary bounded sequences in K, {an},{bn},
{cn},{a′n},{b′n},{c′n},{a′′n}, {b′′n} and {c′′n} are real sequences in [0,1] satisfying cer-
tain conditions.
It may be noted that the iterative schemes (1.1)-(1.4) may be viewed as a special
case of (1.5). In this paper, we use our newly introduced iteration process (1.5)
and prove that it converges strongly to a unique common fixed point of a three
strongly pseudocontractive mappings in Banach spaces. Thus,our results general-
ize the results given in Xue and Fan [17] which itself is a generalization of many of
the previous results.

In order to obtain the main results, the following Lemmas are needed.
Lemma 1.1[15,16]. Let E be real Banach space and J : E → 2E

∗
be the normalized

duality mapping.Then,for any x, y ∈ E

∥x+ y∥2 ≤ ∥x∥2 + 2 < y, j(x+ y) >, ∀j(x+ y) ∈ J(x+ y)

Lemma 1.2[17]. Let (αn) be a non- negative sequence which satisfies the following
inequality

αn+1 ≤ (1− λn)αn + δn,
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where λn ∈ (0, 1), ∀n ∈ N,
∑∞

n=1 λn = ∞ and δn = o(λn). Then limn→∞ αn = 0.

2. Results

Theorem 2.1. Let X be a real Banach space, K a nonempty closed and con-
vex subset of X. Let T1, T2, T3 be self maps of K with T1(K) bounded such that
F (T1) ∩ F (T2) ∩ F (T3) ̸= ∅ and T1, T2 and T3 uniformly continuous. Suppose
T1, T2, T3 are strongly pseudocontractive mappings. For x0, u0, v0, w0 ∈ K, the
three step iteration sequence with errors {xn} defined by (1.5)
where {un}, {vn} and {wn} are arbitrary bounded sequences in K, {an},{bn},
{cn},{a′n},{b′n},{c′n},{a′′n}, {b′′n} and {c′′n} are real sequences in [0,1] satisfying the
following conditions:

(i) an + bn + cn = a′n + b′n + c′n = a′′n + b′′n + c′′n = 1
(ii)bn, b

′
n, cn, c

′
n → 0 as n → ∞

(iii)
∑∞

n=1 bn = ∞
(iv) limn→∞

cn
bn

= 0,

converges strongly to the unique common fixed point of T1, T2 and T3.

Proof: Let ρ ∈ F (T1) ∩ F (T2) ∩ F (T3). Since T1 has bounded range, we de-
note
D1 = ∥x0 − ρ∥ + supn≥0 ∥T1yn − ρ∥ + ∥un − ρ∥. We prove by induction that
∥xn−ρ∥ ≤ D1 for all n. It is clear that, ∥x0−ρ∥ ≤ D1. Assume that ∥xn−ρ∥ ≤ D1

holds. We will prove that ∥xn+1 − ρ∥ ≤ D1. Indeed, from (1.5), we obtain

∥xn+1 − ρ∥ ≤ ∥(1− δn)(xn − ρ) + bn(T1yn − ρ) + cn(un − ρ)∥
≤ (1− δn)∥xn − ρ∥+ bn∥T1yn − ρ∥+ cn∥un − ρ∥
≤ (1− δn)D1 + bnD1 + cnD1 = D1,

where δn = (bn + cn). Hence the sequence {xn} is bounded.
Using the uniform continuity of T3, we have {T3xn} is bounded.
Denote D2 = max{D1, sup{∥T3xn − ρ∥}}, sup{∥wn − ρ∥}},
then

∥zn − ρ∥ = ∥a′′n(xn − ρ) + b′′n(T3xn − ρ) + c′′n(wn − ρ)∥
= ∥(1− δ′′n)(xn − ρ) + b′′n(T3xn − ρ) + c′′n(wn − ρ)∥
≤ (1− δ′′n)∥xn − ρ∥+ b′′n∥T3xn − ρ∥+ c′′n∥wn − ρ∥
≤ (1− δ′′n)D1 + b′′nD2 + c′′nD2

≤ (1− δ′′n)D2 + b′′nD2 + c′′nD2 = D2,

where δ′′n = b′′n + c′′n. By the virtue of the uniform continuity of T2, we get that
{T2zn} is bounded. Set D = supn≥0 ∥T2zn − ρ∥+ supn≥0 ∥vn − ρ∥+D2.
Applying Lemma 1.1 and (1.5), we have
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∥xn+1 − ρ∥2 = ∥(1− bn − cn)(xn − ρ) + bn(T1yn − ρ) + cn(un − ρ)∥2
≤ (1− (bn + cn))

2∥xn − ρ∥2
+2⟨bn(T1yn − ρ) + cn(un − ρ), j(xn+1 − ρ)⟩

= (1− bn)
2∥xn − ρ∥2 + 2bn⟨T1yn − ρ, j(xn+1 − ρ)⟩

+2cn⟨un − ρ, j(xn+1 − ρ)⟩
≤ (1− bn)

2∥xn − ρ∥2 + 2bn⟨T1yn − T1xn+1, j(xn+1 − ρ)⟩
+2bn⟨T1xn+1 − ρ, j(xn+1 − ρ)⟩+ 2D2cn

≤ (1− bn)
2∥xn − ρ∥2 + 2bnk∥xn+1 − ρ∥2

+2bn∥T1yn − T1xn+1∥∥xn+1 − ρ∥+ 2D2cn
≤ (1− bn)

2∥xn − ρ∥2 + 2bnk∥xn+1 − ρ∥2
+2bnσnD + 2D2cn,

(2.1)

where σn = ∥T1yn − T1xn+1∥.

∥yn − xn+1∥ = ∥(1− b′n − c′n)xn + b′nT2zn + c′nvn
−(1− bn − cn)xn − bnT1yn − cnun∥

= ∥b′n(T2zn − xn) + c′n(vn − xn) + bn(xn − T1yn)
+cn(xn − un)∥

≤ b′∥T2zn − xn∥+ c′n∥vn − xn∥+ bn∥xn − T1yn∥
+cn∥xn − un∥

≤ 2D(b′n + c′n + bn + cn).

This implies that limn→∞ ∥xn+1 − yn∥ = 0, since limn→∞ bn = 0,
limn→∞ b′n = 0, limn→∞ cn = 0,limn→∞ c′n = 0. Since T1 is uniformly continuous,
we have

σn = ∥T1xn+1 − T1yn∥ → 0, (as n → ∞).

And, since bn → 0 as n → ∞, then there exist a positive integer N such that
bn ≤ min{ 1

2k ,
1−k

(1−k)2+k2 } for all n ≥ N . It follows from (2.1) that

∥xn+1 − ρ∥2 ≤ (1−bn)
2

1−2bnk
∥xn − ρ∥2 + 2bnDσn

1−2bnk
+ 2D2cn

1−2bnk

≤ (1−bn)
2

1−2bnk
∥xn − ρ∥2 + 2bnD

2σn

1−2bnk
+ 2D2cn

1−2bnk

≤ (1− 2−2k−bn
1−2bnk

)∥xn − ρ∥2 + 2bnD
2

1−2bnk
(σn + cn

bn
)

≤ (1− (1− k)bn)∥xn − ρ∥2 + 2bnD
2

1−2bnk
(σn + cn

bn
)

Set αn = ∥xn − ρ∥, λn = (1 − k)bn and δn = 2bnD
2

1−2bnk
(σn + cn

bn
). Applying Lemma

1.2, we obtain ∥xn − ρ∥ → 0 as n → ∞. This complete the proof.

Remark 1. Theorem 2.1 extends Theorem 2.1 of Fan and Xue in the sense that,
we replace modified three-step iterative scheme by a more general modified three-
step iterative scheme with errors.
Theorem 2.2. Let X,K, T1, T2, T3, {xn}, {bn} and σn be as in Theorem 2.1. Sup-
pose there exists a sequence {tn} with limn→∞ tn = 0 and cn = tnbn for any n ≥ 0.
Then {xn} converges strongly to the unique common fixed point of T1, T2, T3 which
is the unique fixed point of T1.
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Proof: Just as in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we have

∥xn+1 − ρ∥2 ≤ (1− (1− k)bn)∥xn − ρ∥2 + 2bnD
2

1−2bnk
(σn + cn

bn
)

= (1− (1− k)bn)∥xn − ρ∥2 + 2bnD
2

1−2bnk
(σn + tnbn

bn
)

= (1− (1− k)bn)∥xn − ρ∥2 + 2bnD
2

1−2bnk
(σn + tn)

Put αn = ∥xn − ρ∥, λn = (1 − k)bn and δn = 2bnD
2

1−2bnk
(σn + tn). Then, Lemma 1.2

ensures that ∥xn − ρ∥ → 0 as n → ∞. This complete the proof.

Example Let K=[0,∞), X=(−∞,∞) with the usual norm and let R(T1) = [0, 1
2 ),

R(T2) = [0, 1), R(T3) = [0, 1].
The map Ti : K → K is given by

T1x =
x

2(1 + x)
, T2x =

x

(1 + x)
, T3x =

sin2 x

4
,∀x ∈ K. (2.2)

Then the following are true:
(i) T1, T2, T3 are strongly pseudocontractive maps.
(ii) F (T1) ∩ F (T2) ∩ F (T3) = {0}
Put

an = 1− (n+ 1)
−1
4 , bn = (n+ 1)

−1
4 , cn = (n+ 1)

−1
2 n ≥ 0

a′n = 1− (n+ 1)−1, b′n = c′n = (2(n+ 1))−1

a′′n = 1− 2(n+ 1)−1, b′′n = (n+ 1)−1, c′′n = 2(n+ 1)−1

Observe that the conditions of Theorem 2.1 are fulfilled. Thus, Theorem 2.1 is
applicable.

Remark 2. Theorem 2.1 holds if the condition (iii) is replaced with∑∞
n=1 cn < ∞.

Remarks 3. (i) We replace modified three-step iterative scheme by a more general
modified three-step iterative scheme with errors.
(ii) Numerical example is given in our result.

Corollary 2.3. Let X be a real Banach space , K a nonempty closed and convex
subset of X and T : K → K be a uniformly continuous strongly pseudocontractive
map with bounded range such thatF (T ) ̸= ∅. For x0, u0, v0, w0 ∈ K, the Noor
iteration sequence with errors {xn} defined by

xn+1 = anxn + bnTyn + cnun

where
yn = a′nxn + b′nTzn + c′nvn
zn = a′′nxn + b′′nTxn + c′′wn,

(2.3)

and {un}, {vn}, {wn} are arbitrary bounded sequences in K, {an},{bn},{cn},
{a′n},{b′n},{c′n},{a′′n}, {b′′n} and {c′′n} are real sequences in [0,1] satisfying the fol-
lowing conditions:
(i) an + bn + cn = a′n + b′n + c′n = a′′n + b′′n + c′′n = 1
(ii)bn, b

′
n, cn, c

′
n → 0 as n → ∞

(iii)
∑∞

n=1 bn = ∞
(iv) limn→∞

cn
bn

= 0
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then, the sequence {xn} converges strongly to the unique fixed point of T .

Proof: If T1 = T2 = T3 = T in Theorem 2.1, then Corollary 2.2 follows im-
mediately.

Theorem 2.4. Let X be a real Banach space , K a nonempty closed and convex
subset of X. Let T1, T2, T3 : K → K be strongly accretive and uniformly continu-
ous. Define Si : K → K by Six = f +x−Tix. Let F (T1)∩F (T2)∩F (T3) ̸= ∅ with
R(I−T1) bounded. Suppose {un}, {vn} and {wn} are arbitrary bounded sequences
inK, {an},{bn},{cn},{a′n},{b′n},{c′n},{a′′n}, {b′′n} and {c′′n} are real sequences in [0,1]
satisfying the following (i)-(iii) in Theorem 2.1. For x0, u0, v0, w0 ∈ K, the modified
three-step iteration sequence with errors {xn} defined by

xn+1 = anxn + bnS1yn + cnun

where
yn = a′nxn + b′nS2zn + c′nvn
zn = a′′nxn + b′′nS3xn + c′′wn n ≥ 0,

(2.4)

If the operator equations Tix = f (i = 1, 2, 3) has a solution in K, then the se-
quence {xn} converges to a unique solution of operator equations Tix = f (i =
1, 2, 3).
Proof: Obviously, if x∗ ∈ K is a solution of the equation Tix = f (i = 1, 2, 3),
then x∗ is the common fixed point of Si (i = 1, 2, 3). It is easy to prove that
Si (i = 1, 2, 3) is uniformly continuous and strongly pseudocontractive with the
strongly pseudocontractive constant (1− k). Thus, Theorem 2.4 follows from The-
orem 2.1.
Remark 4. Theorem 2.4 extends Theorem 2.2 of Xue and Fan [17] in the sense
that, we replace modified three-step iterative scheme by a more general modified
three-step iterative scheme with errors.
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